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How to Play HADO

Overview
 HADO is a team sport using Augmented Reality (AR), where 2 teams ( each team

up to 3 players) battle each other.
 A match lasts 80 seconds.
 The team with higher scores at the end of a match wins.
 In case of a draw game after 80 seconds, unlimited extra time will be given until

one team score 1 point and wins the game.

Attack/ Score
 Charge (indicated Energy Gauge at the bottom of player’s view)
 Shoot at opponent’s life (4 leaves) located in front of the opponent
 Once opponent's ALL 4 leaves are destroyed, your team will get 1 point.
 TIPS: Hit the center of the leaves and ALL leaves will be destroyed in single

shot!!

Defend
 DODGE!! (Your life will follow your movement and harder to be hit!)
 Charge Shield (Green Circle-type indicator at the aim point of player’s view)
 Shield Up (Once charged, you can activate up to 3 shields in a match)
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Parameters Setting
 You can customize the speed and the size of energy ball, as well as shield
strength on your arm sensor before game starts.
 Allocate 6 points on the 4 parameters depend on team strategy:

i. Bullet Speed (Yellow): Speed of the energy ball travels. A faster energy
ball is harder to be dodged by opponent.

ii. Bullet Scale (Green): Size of the energy ball. Bigger size of energy ball
has higher chance to hit multiple “leaves”.

iii. Charge Speed (Red): How fast you can refill your energy gauge,
allowing you to shoot more energy balls in shorter charging time.

iv. Shield Strength (Blue): How strong is the shield you build. A stronger
shield can block more energy balls before it breaks.
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